
From: Ferguson, Charles
To: Regan, Christopher
Cc: Wu, Irene; Hammelman, James; Cuadrado-Caraballo, Jose
Subject: [External_Sender] follow up question from NAS committee meeting
Date: Tuesday, October 06, 2020 3:12:14 PM
Attachments: Signed-Waste-Determination-DWPF-Recycle-Wastewater-08-04-2020.pdf

Dear Chris et al.:
 
Would you please be able to provide a response to the following question from the committee by
Monday, October 19? I also sent the question to DOE-NE for their response.
 
For DOE and NRC
DOE’s recent “interpretation” of the High-Level Waste definition may have significant impact on the
quantities of materials current designated for disposal in a geologic repository.  The definition found
in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982, and later the 1988 Congressional amendment to
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 et seq,  provide that HLW must contain “fission products in sufficient
concentrations” and “other highly radioactive material” that would require “permanent isolation.”  
But the NWPA never defined “sufficient concentration” or established requirements for “permanent
isolation,” leaving those interpretations to the NRC.  
DOE has recently taken actions to dispose of materials previously categorized HLW in a licensed low-
level waste site (see attached Waste Determination from DOE-EM).  This represents a case-by-case
assessment and creates uncertainty in predicting the volumes and isotopic composition of wastes. 
Do the NRC and DOE intend to:

a.       Create new waste categories?
b.       Provide new methodologies for assessing disposal requirements?
c.       Establish the waste classification methodology in 10 CFR 61 as the DOE disposal standard?

Thank you.
 
Best regards,
Charles
 
Charles D. Ferguson, Ph.D.
Board Director
Nuclear and Radiation Studies Board
Division on Earth and Life Studies
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
500 Fifth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001
Tel: 202-334-3595
E-mail: cferguson@nas.edu
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WASTE DETERMINATION 


 


Based on the rationale and analysis in the Technical Evaluation for Non-High-
Level Radioactive Waste (Non-HLW) Determination under the HLW 
Interpretation: Commercial Disposal of Defense Waste Processing Facility 
Recycle Wastewater from the Savannah River Site (July 2020), I conclude that a 
small quantity, up to 8 gallons, of Defense Waste Processing Facility recycle 
wastewater from Tank 22 at the Savanah River Site H-Area Tank Farm, which will 
be stabilized into grout prior to disposal, meets the Department of Energy’s high-
level radioactive waste (HLW) interpretation for disposal as non-HLW.  The waste 
is hereby determined to be Class B low-level radioactive waste.  The waste may be 
disposed at the Waste Control Specialists LLC (WCS) Federal Waste Facility in 
Andrews County, Texas, as low-level radioactive waste in accordance with the 
facility’s waste acceptance criteria, license conditions, environmental permits, and 
all other applicable requirements.   
 
This determination is effective for up to 8 gallons of stabilized Defense Waste 
Processing Facility recycle wastewater from Tank 22, as of August 4, 2020, based 
on sampling data documenting that the waste does not exceed Class C limits and 
meets the performance objectives of the disposal facility, WCS.   
 


         


 
Mark S. Senderling     Date 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Deputy Assistant Secretary  
Office of Waste and Materials Management 
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From: Carrera, Andrew
To: Ferguson, Charles
Cc: Hammelman, James; Cuadrado-Caraballo, Jose; Regan, Christopher; Kock, Andrea
Subject: NRC"s response to follow up question from NAS committee meeting
Date: Monday, October 19, 2020 11:13:00 AM
Attachments: Response on NAS question Rev 4 draft final clean.docx

Good morning, Dr. Ferguson.
Per your request, and attached, is the NRC’s response to the questions in your 3:12pm
email.  Please feel to reach out to me if I can be of further help.  Regards, Andy
 
Andrew Carrera, Ph.D.
301-415-1078
Location:  T-4A49
Mail stop:  T-4B72
Materials Rulemaking and Project Branch
Division of Rulemaking, Environmental, and Financial Support
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
 
From: Ferguson, Charles <CFerguson@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2020 3:12 PM
To: Regan, Christopher <Christopher.Regan@nrc.gov>
Cc: Wu, Irene <Irene.Wu@nrc.gov>; Hammelman, James <James.Hammelman@nrc.gov>; Cuadrado-
Caraballo, Jose <Jose.Cuadrado-Caraballo@nrc.gov>
Subject: [External_Sender] follow up question from NAS committee meeting
 
Dear Chris et al.:
 
Would you please be able to provide a response to the following question from the committee by
Monday, October 19? I also sent the question to DOE-NE for their response.
 
For DOE and NRC
DOE’s recent “interpretation” of the High-Level Waste definition may have significant impact on the
quantities of materials current designated for disposal in a geologic repository.  The definition found
in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982, and later the 1988 Congressional amendment to
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 et seq,  provide that HLW must contain “fission products in sufficient
concentrations” and “other highly radioactive material” that would require “permanent isolation.”  
But the NWPA never defined “sufficient concentration” or established requirements for “permanent
isolation,” leaving those interpretations to the NRC.  
DOE has recently taken actions to dispose of materials previously categorized HLW in a licensed low-
level waste site (see attached Waste Determination from DOE-EM).  This represents a case-by-case
assessment and creates uncertainty in predicting the volumes and isotopic composition of wastes. 
Do the NRC and DOE intend to:

a. Create new waste categories?
b. Provide new methodologies for assessing disposal requirements?
c. Establish the waste classification methodology in 10 CFR 61 as the DOE disposal standard?

Thank you.
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Question For DOE and NRC

DOE’s recent “interpretation” of the High-Level Waste definition may have significant impact on the quantities of materials current designated for disposal in a geologic repository.  The definition found in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982, and later the 1988 Congressional amendment to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 et seq,  provide that HLW must contain “fission products in sufficient concentrations” and “other highly radioactive material” that would require “permanent isolation.”   But the NWPA never defined “sufficient concentration” or established requirements for “permanent isolation,” leaving those interpretations to the NRC.   



DOE has recently taken actions to dispose of materials previously categorized HLW in a licensed low-level waste site (see attached Waste Determination from DOE-EM).  This represents a case-by-case assessment and creates uncertainty in predicting the volumes and isotopic composition of wastes.  Do the NRC and DOE intend to:

1. Create new waste categories?

1. Provide new methodologies for assessing disposal requirements?

1. Establish the waste classification methodology in 10 CFR 61 as the DOE disposal standard?

NRC Response



On October 10, 2018, DOE proposed an interpretation of the High-Level Waste definition and solicited public comment.  In response, the NRC provided its views on the proposed interpretation and submitted  comments (ADAMS ML19010A136) on January 9, 2019.  In the comments, NRC generally agreed with the concept proposed by DOE that currently radioactive waste may be classified and disposed of in accordance with its radiological characteristics.  



In response to the specific questions from NAS, DOE’s interpretation did not create a need for the NRC to establish new waste categories, or new methodologies for assessing disposal requirements.  Performance assessment methodologies are routinely used in assessing the safety of the disposal of radioactive materials.  As scientific information and data continues to be collected, the NRC and others assess any updates and enhancement of safety assessments and methodologies to ensure the current approaches are both reasonable and appropriate. 



The NRC’s regulations at 10 CFR Part 61 for disposal of low-level radioactive waste establish three categories of waste (Class A, B, and C) for commercial disposal facilities.  The NRC’s 10 CFR Part 61 regulations establish safety requirements for low-level waste disposal.  



The recent DOE decision on the potential commercial disposal of Defense Waste Processing Facility recycle wastewater from the Savannah River Site was attached to the question as an example.  When developing waste determinations for any waste that will not remain in the States of Idaho or South Carolina, DOE can request consultation from NRC on the technical considerations of the waste determination.  For waste that is generated and remains within the States of Idaho or South Carolina, DOE must consult with the NRC consistent with the Ronald W. Reagan National Defense Authorization Act of 2005.  DOE chose not to request consultation from NRC on the recycle wastewater decision, as this waste will not remain in South Carolina.  



REFERENCES:



The process of determining if waste should be classified as HLW or was waste incidental to reprocessing, thus allowing it to be disposed of in a more risk-informed manner, was defined by the NRC in the early 1990s.

  

· NUREG-1854 ‘NRC Staff Guidance for Activities Related to U.S. Department of Energy Waste Determinations’ (ADAMS ML072360184) documents the history of the practice on pages xviii – xxii of the “Introduction.” 

· The NRC Public Website also has a set of pages on waste incidental to reprocessing for current activities that NRC is involved in (https://www.nrc.gov/waste/incidental-waste.html). 









 
Best regards,
Charles
 
Charles D. Ferguson, Ph.D.
Board Director
Nuclear and Radiation Studies Board
Division on Earth and Life Studies
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
500 Fifth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001
Tel: 202-334-3595
E-mail: cferguson@nas.edu
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NRC’s Response to Follow Up Question from NAS Committee Meeting 
October 19, 2020 

 
 
On October 10, 2018, U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) proposed an interpretation of the High-
Level Waste definition and solicited public comment.  In response, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) provided its views on the proposed interpretation and submitted  comments 
(Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS) Accession No. 
ML19010A136) on January 9, 2019.  In the comments, NRC generally agreed with the concept 
proposed by DOE that currently radioactive waste may be classified and disposed of in 
accordance with its radiological characteristics.   
 
In response to the specific questions from the National Academy of Sciences (NAS), DOE’s 
interpretation did not create a need for the NRC to establish new waste categories, or new 
methodologies for assessing disposal requirements.  Performance assessment methodologies 
are routinely used in assessing the safety of the disposal of radioactive materials.  As scientific 
information and data continues to be collected, the NRC and others assess any updates and 
enhancement of safety assessments and methodologies to ensure the current approaches are 
both reasonable and appropriate.  
 
The NRC’s regulations in Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Part 61, 
”Licensing Requirements for Land Disposal of Radioactive Waste,” for disposal of low-level 
radioactive waste establish three categories of waste (Class A, B, and C) for commercial 
disposal facilities.  The NRC’s 10 CFR Part 61 regulations establish safety requirements for low-
level waste disposal.   
 
The recent DOE decision on the potential commercial disposal of Defense Waste Processing 
Facility recycle wastewater from the Savannah River Site was attached to the question as an 
example.  When developing waste determinations for any waste that will not remain in the 
States of Idaho or South Carolina, DOE can request consultation from NRC on the technical 
considerations of the waste determination.  For waste that is generated and remains within the 
States of Idaho or South Carolina, DOE must consult with the NRC consistent with the Ronald 
W. Reagan National Defense Authorization Act of 2005.  DOE chose not to request consultation 
from NRC on the recycle wastewater decision, as this waste will not remain in South Carolina.   
 
REFERENCES: 
 
The process of determining if waste should be classified as high-level radioactive waste or was 
waste incidental to reprocessing, thus allowing it to be disposed of in a more risk-informed 
manner, was defined by the NRC in the early 1990s. 
   

• NUREG-1854 ‘NRC Staff Guidance for Activities Related to U.S. Department of Energy 
Waste Determinations’ (ADAMS Accession No. ML072360184) documents the history of 
the practice on pages xviii – xxii of the “Introduction.”  

• The NRC Public Website also has a set of pages on waste incidental to reprocessing for 
current activities that NRC is involved in (https://www.nrc.gov/waste/incidental-
waste.html).  
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